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On Inversions and Cycles in Permutations 
PAUL H. EDELMAN* 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relationship between inversions in a 
permutation and its cycle structure. For (1 a permutation in Sn, the symmetric group on the 
set {I, 2, ... , n}, let /«(1) be the number of inversions of (1 and c«(1) the number of cycles 
in (1. Ideally, then, we would like to understand the bivariate generating function 
F(x,y) = L xl(u)yc(u). (1) 
UES" 
There is essentially nothing known about F(x, y), with the exception of a result of Gessel 
[5, sect. 7] which computes the right-hand side of (1) where (1 is an involution. 
For reasons which we will discuss in section IV we believe that there is more to be said 
about the relationship between /«(1) and c«(1). In this paper we will look at certain extremal 
cases of the values of 1«(1) for fixed c«(1), and enumerate those permutations which achieve 
these extremal values. In a later section we show how our results fit into a broader context 
of generating the symmetric group by minimal sets of transpositions. 
We now discuss our notation and terminology. Let[n] = {I, 2, ... , n} and for i,j E [n], 
i ::::; j, let the interval [i, j] be the set {k E [n] 1 i ::::; k ::::; j}. By Sn we will mean the symmetric 
group on the set [n]. We will have cause to use various notations for (1 E Sn. If (1 E Sn then 
(1 is a bijection between [n] and itself. Sometimes we will write (1 = (1, (12 ... (1n where 
(1i = (1(i) for i E [n] i.e. the second row of the two-line form of (1. Our multiplication of 
permutations will be from right to left. That is, if (1 = (1'(1" then (1(i) = (1'«(1"(i)) for all 
i E [n]. We willletf«(1) be the number of fixed points in (1, i.e.f«(1) = 1 {i E [n] 1 (1(i) = i} I. 
Frequently we will write (1 in its cycle decomposition (1 = C, C2 ... Cs where by a cycle 
C = (c" C2, ... , cd we mean (1(c;) = CH , for i E [k - 1] and (1(Ck) = c,. The standard 
convention of suppressing the fixed points from the cycle decomposition will be followed. 
We will abuse notation somewhat and say that a cycle C has a certain property when we 
really mean that the set of numbers comprising C has that property. Thus, we will say that 
c is an interval [i, j] if the set {ct 1 Ct E c} = [i, j]. 
A cycle c = (c" C2 ... , cd is said to be written in standardform if c, ::::; cj for allj E [k]. 
Given a subset A of c, A = {Ci' Ci , ... , ci } where i, < i2 < ... < it, the induced cycle I 2 I 
on A is the cycle (cil , Ci2 ' ... , ci) which may no longer be in standard form. If we delete 
a set of numbers from a cycle we create the induced cycle on the remaining elements. 
We will reseve the letter r with various subscripts and superscripts for adjacent transpo-
sitions, i.e. r = (i, i + 1) for some i E [n - 1], and by ri we mean the particular transposition 
(i, i + 1). As is well-known, every (1 E Sn can be written as a product of adjacent trans-
positions. Let /«(1) be the minimum number k of adjacent transpositions such that (1 = 
r,r2 ••• rk' An inversion in (1 is a pair {(1(i), (1(j)} where (1(i) > (1(j) and i < j. If /«(1) is 
the set of inversions of (1 then it is also well-known that /«(1) = 1/«(1) I. We will use both these 
interpretations of /«(1). 
We will indicate that i andj are in the same cycle of (1 by i ';;' j. If i '"t' i + 1 and r = ri 
then we will say that r merges c, which we will notate by rM(1. The significance of this comes 
from the following elementary theorems which we state without proof. 
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THEOREM 1.1. If a E Sn and a' = ati then for j E [n], 
{
aU), 
a'U) = aU + 1), 
aU - 1), 
if j =F i or i + 1, 
ifj = i, 
ifj=i+1. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose a E Sn and a' = ati.Ifi ~ i + 1 then c(a') = c(a) + 1 and 
i ;;-: i + I.Ifi 't i + 1 then c(a') = c(a) - 1 and i ';if i + 1. Moreoverl(a') = /(a) ± 1. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If a E Sn and tl' t2 ... , tk is a sequence of adjacent transpositions then 
c(atl t2 ... tk) ~ c(a) - k 
with equality if and only if for each i E [k] t iMatl t 2 ... ti-I' 
Finally by 0 we mean the identity permutation i.e. O(i) = i for all i E [n], and by I we 
mean the reverse permutation, I(i) = n + 1 - ifor all i E [n]. For x E IR let[xlbe the least 
integer greater than x and lxJ be the greatest integer less then x. 
2. EXTREME FUNCTIONS 
In this section we analyze the question of how large /(a) can be for fixed c(a). Let 
b(n, k) min {l(a) I a E Sn' and c(a) = k} 
and 
B(n, k) max {l(a) I a E Sn and c(a) k} 
for 1 ~ k ~ n - 1. 
THEOREM 2.1. For 1 ~ k ~ n - I we have 
b(n, k) = n - k, 
B(n, k) 
k ~ r~l, 
k > r~l. 
PROOF. Suppose /(a) = t and so a = tlt2'" t,. Then c(a) = C(Ot l t2'" t,) ~ c(O) -
t = n - t by Corollary 1.3. Hence l(a) = t ~ n - c(a). Equality is achieved by the 
permutation a = (123 ... n - k + I). 
If l(a) = t then we can also write a as a = Itl t2 ... t(n)_,. Thus 
2 
c(a) = C(It l t 2 .. · t(i)-') ~ c(I) - ((;) - t) ~ r~l- (;) + t 
and so 
l(a) = t ~ (;) - r~l + c(a). 
To prove that equality is achieved, consider the permutation I t l t 2 ••• j;l-k. If k = r;l 
then we have finished. Let ai_I = Itl ... t i - I . It is easy to show by induction that the 
cycles of ai form a partition of [n] into one block [i] u [n - i + 1, n] and the rest are 
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blocks of size two {j + 1, n - j} for i ~ j ~ r;1. Hence, ,iMO"HI for all i and so by 
Corollary 1.2 we have finished. 
This upper bound can be improved if c(O") = k > rn By a pigeon-hole argument one can 
see that if k > r;1 then 0" must have at least 2k - n fixed points. Since there can be no 
inversions among these 2k - n fixed points, the largest number of inversions possible in 0" 
is G) - ekin). Here equality is achieved by the permutation 0" defined by 
O"(i) = In. + 1 - i, i E [1, n - k] u [k + 1, n], I, i E [n - k + 1, k]. 
3. ENUMERATION: MINIMUM CASE 
In this section we investigate which permutations achieve the bound b(n, k) found in 
Section 2. We will characterize exactly what the cycles of such extremal permutations look 
like and use this characterization to enumerate them. 
Suppose C = (CI, C2' ... , cI) is a cycle written in standard form. We will call C a unimodal 
interval if 
(a) C is an interval, say [i, i + t - 1] 
and 
(b) the sequence CI' C2, C3, •.. , CI is unimodal. If all the cycles of a permutation 0" are 
unimodal intervals we will say that 0" is a unimodal permutation. 
EXAMPLE. The permutation 0" E S8 
0" = (1432) (5786) is unimodal. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 0" E Sn with c(O") = k. Then 0" is a unimodal permutation if and only 
if 1(0") = b(n, k). 
PROOF. We first show that if c(O") = k and 0" is unimodal then 1(0") = b(n, k). If k = n 
then 0" = 6 and we have finished. Otherwise k < n and there is some cycle C = (c l , 
C2, •.. , cI) in 0" where t > 1, and C is a unimodal interval. 
Let [i, i + t - 1] be the interval of c, and C = (i, X2' •.• , XI) in standard form. There 
are two cases to consider. First, if C = (i, i + 1, i + 2, ... ,i + t - 1), let 0"' = 0",i+I-2. 
Notice that 0"' has the same cycle decomposition as 0" except that C breaks into two parts, 
(i, i + 1 ... i + t - 2)(i + t - 1). Thus by induction, 1(0"') = n - k - 1. Since c(O") = k 
we know that 1(0") > n - k and since 0" = O"',HI-2 we have that /(0") = n - k. 
The second case is if Xr = i + t - 1 and r < t. Then there exist numbers s, u, and v such 
that u < r < v and Xu = s and X" = s + 1. Let 0"' = O"'s. Then 0"' has the same cycle 
decomposition as 0" except that C is broken into CI = (i ... XUX,,+ I Xv+2 .•• xJ and 
C2 = (X"Su+1 ... X,,-I)· These two cycles are unimodal intervals, CI is the interval [i, s] and 
C2 is [s + 1, i + t - 1], and hence 0"' is a unimodal permutation. Thus we have by induction 
that 1(0"') = n - k - 1 and hence, by the argument in the preceding paragraph, that 
1(0") = n - k. 
Now we must show that if c(O") = k and 1(0") = b(n, k) that 0" is unimodal. We will prove 
this by induction on n - k. If k = n then 0" = 6 and we have finished. 
We assume that the statement is true for n - k = t. Consider the case where n - k = 
t + 1. Let 0" = '1'2 ... '1+1, wherec(O") = n - t - 1 and 1(0") = t + 1. Let 0"' = '1'2 ... 'I. 
By induction, and using Corollary 1.3, we have that 1(0"') = t and c( 0"') = n - t, and hence 
0"' = CI C2 ... Cr is a unimodal permutation. Since c(0") = c(O""t+d = c(O"') - 1 we know 
that't+IMO"'.If't+1 = ,ithenweknowthati ';;f i + 1. Letci = (XI' X2' ... ' XJ be the 
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cycle containing i where X, = i, and C2 = (i + 1, Y2, ... Ys) be the cycle containing i + 1. 
The permutation u = U'.i has the same cycle decomposition as u' except that CI and C2 have 
merged to form the cycle. 
(XI' ... , X" Y2, ... , y" i + 1, X,+I, •.. , x.) 
which is a unimodal interval. Hence u is a unimodal permutation and the theorem is 
proved. 
The characterization in Theorem 3.1 will allow us to compute the cardinality of the set 
m(n, k) = {u E Snlc(u) = k and I(u) = b(n, k)}. 
We first need a lemma, 
LEMMA 3.2. The number of unimodal cycles on the interval [i, i + I - 1] is 2'- 2 if I ~ 2 
and 1 ifl = 1. 
PROOF. The case where I = 1 is trivially true so suppose that I ~ 2. Let c = (i, XI, 
X2, ... , X,_I) be a unimodal cycle on the interval [i, i + t - 1]. Suppose that Xs = i + 
I - 1. Then the set {XI' X2 ... xs-d is a subset of the interval [i + 1, i + t - 2] with set 
complement {xs+ l , ••• , x,-d. Similarly, given, a subset A ~ [i + 1, i + I - 1] we can 
construct a unimodal cycle c by arranging A in increasing order between i and i + I - 1, 
and arranging its complement in decreasing order after i + I - 1. This shows that the 






THEOREM 3.3. For 1 ::;; k ::;; n - 1 we have 
k (n - k - l)(k) I m(n, k) I = L 2n- k -,. 
,=0 r - 1 r 
PROOF. By Theorem 3.1, u E m(n, k) if and only if u is a unimodal permutation with 
c(u) = k. That is, the cycle decomposition of u can be obtained by partitioning the set [n] 
into k intervals and then arranging each interval into a unimodal cycle. There is a natural 
bijection between a partition of [n] into k intervals and a composition (ordered partition) 
of the integer n into k parts: The composition r l + r2 + ... + rk = n gets mapped to the 
partition 
[1, r l - 1], [r(> r l + r2 - 1], [rl + r2, r l + r2 + r3 - 1] ... , [rl + r2 + ... rk_ l , n]. 
By Lemma 3.2 if an interval has size I there are 2u, unimodal cycles on that interval where 
u, = 
Hence the sum we wish to compute is 
Im(n, k)1 = 
{
21- 2 , 
1, 
I ~ 2, 
I = 1. 
where r l + r2 + ... + rk is a composition of n. If a composition has r 1 's, i.e. there are 
r cycles of size 1, then the sum reduces to 
n 
Im(n, k)1 = L L 
r=O 'I +'2+''''t=n 
where the internal sum is over compositions with exactly r 1 'so 
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We are left with having to count the number of compositions of n into k parts with exactly 
r I's. An elementary combinatorial argument shows this to be G=~=I)(k~')' So, our sum 
further reduces to 
Im(n, k)1 = ± (n - k - 1)( k ) 2n - 2k+, 
,=0 k - r - I k - r 
If we change r to k - r we recover 
I men, k) I = ± (n - k - 1) (k) 2n- k- ,. 
,=0 r - I r 
As a corollary we get a special case of a result of Eden and Schutzenberger. 
COROLLARY 3.4 ([4], see also [1, p. 147]). The number of a E Sn such that c(a) = 1 and 
lea) = n - 1 is 2n - 2 • 
The full generality of the Eden-Schutzenberger result will be discussed in Section 4. 
4. ENUMERATION: MAXIMUM CASE 
In this section we will study the set 
where 
M(n, k) = {a E Sn I c(a) = k and lea) = B(n, k)}, 
B(n, k) = {(;) - r~l + k, (;) _ ek ; n), 
k ~ f~l, 
k > r~l. 
We will characterize those a E M(n, k) and then use this characterization to compute its 
size. We begin with the case where k > r~l. 
THEOREM 4.1. lfn - 1 ~ k > rql and a E M(n, k) then a is the permutation defined by 
{
no + 1 - i, 
a(i) = 
I, 
i E [1, n - k] u [k + 1, n], 
i E [n - k + 1, k], 
and so I M(n, k) I = 1. 
PROOF. As noted i? the proof ~f Theor~m 2.1, if a E M(n, k) and k > r;l then a has at 
least 2k - n fixed pomts. We claim that m order to have lea) = (2) - e in), the fixed 
points must form an interval [i, 2k - n + i-I] in [n]. Suppose this was not the case. 
Then we could find three numbers i < j < k such that a(i) = i,a(k) = k and a(j) #- j. 
In order to have /(0') = (2) - ekin) every inversion between fixed points and non-fixed 
points must appear. If aU) > a(k) then a(i) < aU) so not all such inversions can appear 
in a. Thus the fixed points form an interval in [n]. Let i be the minimum fixed point. 
The fixed points must be symmetrically centered in a since everything less than i must be 
mapped by a to something larger than 2k - n + i-I. Thus we have that a(i) = i for 
all i, n - k + 1 ~ i ~ k. 
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For 1 ~ j ~ n - k, we must have aU) ~ k + 1 and since all inversions among the 
numbers in [n - k] must be present we see that a(j) = n + 1 - k for all j E [n - k]. 
Similarly, for k + 1 ~ j ~ n we have that aU) = n + 1 - j and we have finished. 
The situation for k ~ r;l is considerably more difficult. We must begin with some 
definitions. We will say that a cycle c = (c(, c2 , ••• , c/) is an h-interval ifj E C implies that 
n + 1 - j E c, and c is either an interval or the union of two disjoint intervals. Thus if c 
is an h-interval then either it is the interval [j, n + 1 - j] for somej ~ r~l or it is the union 
of two intervals [i, j] u [n + 1 - j, n + I - i] for some pair i ~ j < ~. Note that the 
only way the cardinality of an h-interval could be odd is if c is a single interval and n is odd. 
By the center of an h-interval we mean the set {j, n + 1 - j U = max {k E c I k ~ rm. If 
the h-interval is of odd cardinality then the center consists of only one number, r;l, otherwise 
it is a pair. 
Suppose c is an h-interval written in standard notation. For i E C, i < r;l, we will say that 
the pair {i, n + 1 - i} has parity + 1 if they appear in increasing order in c, and otherwise 
the pair has parity - 1. 
We will say that c, an h-interval, is a woven cycle if, when written in standard form, it 
satisfies the following recursive conditions: 
(a) The numbers in the center of c are consecutive. 
(b) c with the center deleted is a woven cycle c'. 
(c) The center of c appears between the numbers in the center of c' with the opposite parity 
of the center of c', or the numbers in the center of c and c' are consecutive in c with the pairs 
having the same parity. 
The initial condition is that all h-intervals of size 2 or 1 are woven. [Remark: If the center 
of c is the singleton j = r;l then the conditions about parity are trivially true and we only 
have to work with the triple {j - 1, j, n - j} in part (c).] A permutation a all of whose 
cycles are woven will be called a woven permutation. 
EXAMPLE. The permutation (1 E 8 11 equal to 
(1 = (1 10 2 9 3 11) (4 7 6 5 8) 
is a woven permutation. The center of the first cycle is {3, 9} and the center of the second 
one is {6}. 
The interior of a pair {j, n + 1 - j} in a woven cycle c is the set of numbers between 
j and n + 1 - j in the cycle c, where c is written in standard form. 
LEMMA 4.2. The interior of a pair {j, n + 1 - j} with j < n + 1 - j in a woven cycle 
c is either empty or the set {k E clj < k < n + 1 - j}. 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the size of the cycle c. If c has size 2 then we have 
finished. Otherwise, let c' be the cycle gotten by deleting the center from c. By induction 
every pair {j, n + 1 - j} in c' satisfies the theorem. Since the numbers in the center of c 
are consecutive and are either adjacent to the center of c' or lie between the center of c', they 
are bracketed by the same pairs as the center of c'. Hence the lemma is proven. 
LEMMA 4.3. If c is a woven cycle and j E C, j ~ r;l then the induced cycle on the set 
{kECIj ~ k ~ n + 1 -j} isa woven cycle. 
PROOF. Again we induct on the size of c. If the size of c is 2 then we have finished. 
Otherwise remove the center to get a woven cycle c'. Then for fixed j ~ r~l we know that 
the induced cycle on the set {k E c'lj ~ k ~ n + 1 - j} is woven. Moreover, this set 
contains the center of c'. 
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Now we look at the induced cycle on the set {k E c Ij :s;; k:s;; n + 1 - j}. We claim that 
it satisfies the three conditions of being a woven cycle. The first and third conditions are 
purely local so since c satisfies these conditions our new set does as well. The second 
condition is satisfied by induction. Hence the theorem's proven. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let cr E Sn and c(cr) = k where k :s;; rn Then cr is a woven permutation if 
and only if l(cr) = B(n, k). 
PROOF. We will follow the proof of Theorem 3.1. First we show that if c(cr) = k and 
cr is woven then l(cr) = B(n, k). If k = r~1, then cr = I and we have finished. Otherwise 
k < r~1 and there is some woven cycle c = (CI' C2' ••• ct ) in cr where t > 2. We will show 
by induction on t that there exists an adjacent transposition, such that c, is the product 
of two disjoint woven cycles. Then, following the argument in Theorem 4.1 we will be done. 
Without loss of generality, let c be the h-interval [1, t] u [n - t + 1, n]. 
Suppose there exists a pair {j, n + 1 - j} in c with nonempty interior. Then by Lemma 
4.2 the interior is the set {k E c Ij < k < n + 1 - j} and by Lemma 4.3, the induced cycle 
c' on this set is woven. So, by induction there exists an adjacent transposition, such that 
c', is a disjoint union of two woven cycles. It then follows that c, is also a disjoint union 
of two woven cycles. 
If there is no pair {j, n + 1 - j} with non-empty interior then c has the form (l, n, iI, 
n + 1 - iI, i2, n + 1 - i2 ... it_l,n + 1 - it-I) where {iJo i2 ... it_ d = [2, t]. Moreover, 
it follows from an easy induction, by removing the center, that the sequence 1, iI, i2 ... it-I 
is unimodal. Suppose t = ij • Then it is easy to check that c,n-~-l is a product of two 
disjoint woven cycles. 
For the second part of the proof we must show that if c(cr) = k and l(cr) = B(n, k) that 
cr is a woven permutation. We will prove this by induction on r;1 - k. If k = r11 then cr = I 
and we have finished. 
Assume that the statement is true for r;1 - k = t. Consider the case where r;1 - k = 
t + 1. Let cr = 1'1 '2' .. 't+1 where c(cr) = r;1 - t - 1 and l(cr) = r;1 - t - 1. Let 
cr' = hI '2 ... 'to By induction, and using Corollary 1.3 we have that l(cr') = m - t and 
hence cr' is a woven permutation. Since c(cr) = C(cr"t+I) = c(cr') - 1 we know that 't+IMcr'. 
If't+1 = ,i then we know that i 't i + 1. Let CI = (XIX2 ... xu) be the cycle containing 
i where X t = i and C2 = (YI, ... Ys) be the cycle containing i + 1. 
There are a number of cases to check to see that cr',i is still a woven permutation. We will 
do one and leave the rest for the reader. Suppose that i < r;1 and the parity of the pair 
{i, n + 1 - i} in CI is positive. Then CI has the form (XI' ... i, n + 1 - i, ... x t ) and has 
center {i, n + 1 - i}. Moreover C2 must have the form (i + 1, ... Ys) where for all 
1 :s;; j :s;; s, i < Yj < n + 1 - i. Thus cr',i has the same cycle set as cr' except that CI and 
C2 merge to form the new cycle (XI' .. i, Y2 ... y" i + 1, n + 1 - i ... x t ). We must 
check that this is a woven cycle. This follows by induction, by removing the center of C2• 
LEMMA 4.6. Let Wt be the number of woven cycles on an h-interval of cardinality 2t or 
2t - 1. Then 
w == {23 t - 2 , 
t 1 
, 
if t ~ 2 
if t = 1. 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on t. The cases t = 1 and t = 2 are obvious. Suppose 
the statement is true for t = k, k ~ 3. Given a woven cycle c on an h-interval H, we assign 
it to a pair (i, c') where i is from the set {m, L, R} and c' is a woven cycle on the h-interval 
H', H with the center of c deleted. In this mapping, c' is the induced cycle on the set c minus 
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the center c, and i = m if the center of c is in the interior of the center of c', or i = L(R) 
if the center of c is to the left (right) of the center of c' . This mapping is clearly a bijection, 
and hence the number of woven cycles on it is 3 times the number of woven cycles on H'. 
So, by induction, the theorem is proven. 
THEOREM 4.7. For k ~ [;1 we have that 
I M(n, k) I = ± ~;1 - k - 1) (k) 31~I-k-' 2' 
,=0 \ r - 1 r 
PROOF. By Theorem 4.5, u has the properties that c(u) = k and I(u) = B(n, k) if and 
only if u is a woven permutation. That is, the cycle decomposition of u is obtained by 
partitioning the set [n] into k h-intervals and then arranging each h-interval into a woven 
cycle. There is a natural bijection between a partition of [n] into k h-intervals and a 
composition of[;l into k parts. The composition r1 + r2 + ... + rk = [;l gets mapped to 
the partition 
[1, rd u [n - r1 + 1, n], [r1 + 1, r1 + r2] u [n - (r1 + r2) + 1, n - rd, .... 
By Lemma 4.6, the number of woven cycles on an h-interval of cardinality 21 or 21 - 1 is 
WI' Thus we have 
k 
IM(n, k)1 = L n W'i' 
"+-2--- +'k~I;1 j~ 1 
Following the arguments of Theorem 3.3 the sum reduces to 
k (['!1 - k - 1) (k) In1 k 
_ I M(n, k) I = ,~o 2 r _ 1 r 3 I - -'2' . 
CoROLLARY 4.8. If u E Sn with c(u) = I and I(u) = B(n, 1) = m - m + 1 then 
I M(n, 1) I = 231;1- 2 • 
5. EXTENSIONS AND ANOTHER EXAMPLE 
Let T = ([n] , E) be a labeled tree. The set of transpositions in Sn, A(T) = {(i, j) E 
S. I {i, j} E E} generate S •. (See [3] and [1, p. 141]). Thus we can extend the inquiries of the 
previous sections to this new situation. For this section the letter 'L will be reserved for 
transpositions taken from A(T). 
Let Ir(u) be the minimum number k of transpositions from A(T), such that 
u = 'L 1 'L2 ••• 'Lk' The natural generalizations of Corollary 1.2 and 1.3 are true. 
THEOREM5.I. Supposeu E S.andu' = u'Lfor'L = (i,j).Ifi ~ jthenc(u') = c(u) + 
and i ';jf j. If i '& j then c(u') = c(u) - 1 and i 7? j. Moreover Ir(u') = c(u) ± 1. 
THEOREM 5.2. If u E S. and 'L1 'L2, •.• 'Lk is a sequence of transpositions from A(T) then 
C(U'L1 'L2 ••• 'Lk) ~ c(u) - k 
with equality if and only if for each i E [k], 'LiMu'L1 'L2 • • • 'L;_ I' 
Let bAn, k) = min{/Au)lu E S. and c(u) = k}. Then we have 
THEOREM 5.3. For 1 ~ k ~ n we have br(n, k) = n - k. 
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PROOF. The argument follows exactly the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Let mr(n, k) = {u E Sn I c(u) = k and Ir(u) = n - k}. Unfortunately, we do not know 
of theorems corresponding to Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. The best we can say comes from a 
result of Eden and Schutzenberger. 
THEOREM 5.4 ([4] see [1, p. 147]). 
n 
I mr(n, 1) I n di! 
i~1 
where di is the degree of the vertex i in the tree T. 
At this time we can say nothing about the number Br(n, k) = max {/(u) I u E Sn and 
c(u) = k} or about the set Mr(n, k) = {u E Snlc(u) = k and I(u) = Br(n, k)}. 
There is another interesting special case which we can completely analyze, however. Let 
K = ([n], E) be the tree where E = {{I,j} U E [2, n]}. We will call K the claw. 
THEOREM 5.5. For u E Sn, 
IK(U) = n + c(u) - 2(j(u) + 1), 
where /(u) is the number of fixed points of u which are not equal to 1. 
PROOF. Let C = (c I C2 , ••• , ct ) be a cycle that does not contain 1, where t ~ 2. We will 
show that IK(C) = t + 1. First we show that IK(C) ~ t + 1. In order to get C each trans-
position (1, ci ) must be used at least once. Moreover, since 1 I/:. c, one of these must have 
been used at least twice. Thus IK(C) ~ t + 1. We can write C = (c l , C2, ... ct) by C = 
(lcd(lct)(Ict_l) ... (1C2)(1CI ) and hence IK(C) ~ t + 1 and we have finished. 
If C = (1, CI , C2, . .. ct_l ) then IK(C) = t - 1. This follows since each transposition (1, cJ 
must be used and that 
C = (lct- ,)(Ict - 2) ... (lc2)(Ic,), 
Suppose u E Sn has cycle decomposition u = CI C2 • •• Cn and 1 is a fixed point. Then it 
follows from the above comments that 
, 
IK(U) = L (I Cil + 1) n - f(u) + c(u) - f(u) 
i~1 
n + c(u) - 2f(u) 
n + c(u) - 2[J(u) + 1]. 
On the other hand, if I is in a cycle, say Cn then we have that 
IK(U) [t>ICil + 1)J + (lc,1 - 1) 
n - f(u) + c(u) - f(u) - 2 
n + c(u) - 2f(u) - 2 
n + c(u) - 2(j(u) + 1). 
THEOREM 5.6. For k E [n] we have 
bK(n, k) n - k 
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{
n + k - 2, 
BK(n, k) = 
3n - 3k, 
k ::;; l;j 
k > l;j 
PROOF. The fact that bK(n, k) = n - k is a special case of Theorem 5.3. 
Suppose that k ::;; lH We wish to maximize IK(a) = n + c(a) - 2(/(a) + 1) subject to 
the condition that c(a) = k. This we can do by minimizing1(a). Since k ::;; l;jthere will exist 
a with1(a) = 0 and hence BK(n, k) = n + k - 2. 
If k > l;j then there must be at least 2k - n fixed points. Minimizing1(a) will force 1 
to be one of those fixed points, so 
BK(n, k) = n + k - 2(2k - n) = 3n - 3k 
for k > lH 
Let d(n, k) be the number of permutations of n into k cycles with no fixed points. For 
a discussion of the numbers d(n, k) see [Co, page 256]. 
THEOREM 5.7. For k E [n] we have 
and 
ImK(n, k)1 = (n - 1) (n - k)! 
k - 1 
-d(n + 1, k), II = n( n - 1 ) d(2n _ 2k, n _ k), 2n - 2k ifk::;;l~l ifk > l~l· 
PROOF. If a E mK(n, k) then we have that c(a) = k and IK(a) = n - k hence n - k = 
IK(a) = n + k - 2(1(a) + 1) and so 1(a) = k - 1. We claim that 1 is not a fixed point 
for any a E mK(n, k). If it were, one could interchange 1 with some number j in a cycle. This 
would keep k fixed but increase 1(a) and hence the length would decrease. Thus for 
a E mK(n, k)1(a) = f(a) = k - 1. 
There are G=D ways of choosing k - 1 fixed points from [n] - {l}. It follows from 
Theorem 5.5 that all of the (n - k)! cycles on the rest of the elements have length n - k. 
Hence I mK(n, k) I = G= l) (n - k)!. 
Suppose k ::;; lH Then, as was shown in the proof of Theorem 5.6, a E MK(n, k) if and 
only if1(a) = O. There are d(n - 1, k - 1) such permutations where 1 is a fixed point and 
d(n, k) where there are no fixed points. From [2, p. 256] we have that d(n - 1, k - 1) + 
d(n, k) = *d(n + 1, k) and we have finished. 
If c(a) = k and k > l;j thenf(a) is at least 2k - n, which implies that1(a) ~ 2k - n - 1 
with equality only if 1 is a fixed point. So a E MK(n, k) if and only if a has exactly 2k - n 
fixed points, one of them being 1. There are (2k~~~1) = (2~=~k) ways of choosing the fixed 
points and d (2n - 2k, n - k) ways of permuting the remaining elements without fixed 
points. Hence 
I MAn, k)1 = C: = ~k) d(2n - 2k, n - k) for k > l~l· 
As is observed in [2, page 256]. 
d(2n - 2k, n - k) = (2n - 2k - 1)(2n - 2k - 3) ... (3)(1). 
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It is interesting to note that the dichotomous behavior of BK(n, k) and I MK(n, k) I for 
k ~ un and k > [;j occurs in this example much like it did in Section 4. We do not know 
if this is a general phenomenon. 
6. OPEN PROBLEMS 
There are a number of open problems suggested by this paper. One of the most interesting 
is to find BT(n, 1) for an arbitrary tree T, and an analogous theorem to the one of Eden-
Schutzenberger, Theorem 5.4, which will evaluate I MT(n, I) I for an arbitrary tree T. The 
general question of evaluating bT(n, k) and BT(n, k) may not be tractable. Even good 
bounds for BT(n, k) seem hard to find. 
Another interesting problem is to analyze the dual extremal problems: For k E [G)], 




min{c(O")lo"ESn and /(0") 
max {c(O") I 0" E Sn and /(0") 
k} 
k}. 
These functions are not hard to evaluate, although somewhat difficult to describe. More-
over, the enumeration problems of which and how many permutations achieve these 
bounds are not solved in their entirety. 
The most important unsolved problem that arises in this study of b*(n, k) is to understand 
the distribution by /(0") of permutations 0" where c(O") = 1. In Table 1 we have compiled a 
table of these numbers for all n, 2 ~ n ~ 8. We can add one more piece of information 
about this table. For n ~ 4 the number of permutations 0" E Sn such that c(O") = 1 and 
/(0") = n + 1 is 2n-4(3n - 10). Our proof of this fact is a long brute force enumeration 
based on our characterization of Theorem 3.1. It is not very enlightening and sheds no 
insight into the rest of the distribution. 
TABLE I. 
Distribution of permutations (J of S., c( (J) = I, by length 
lin 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
n - I 2 4 8 16 32 64 
n + I 2 10 32 88 224 
n + 3 6 44 176 564 
22 202 964 
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